Medical management in critics and war, in fact, is a part of general management in the war.
The diversity of approaches and strategies of this process, cause a kind of medical management which differs by the type of disasters, type of defense, number of human beings in challenge and the diversity of weapons and injuries, of course the design of such a management, needs useful strategic policies which must be coordinated by low level to high level managers. In this design, management in military medical centers just decides how to use these policies in real military procedures.
This design has not been properly structured up to now and missing of it finally terminate in a closed and unsuitable management for critics and war, and our 8-year imposed war so evidences this problem too.
So, The necessity of decision making about grouse strategy management policies of army and choosing experienced and powerful managers, looks clear more than before.
This can be done just by usage of our past experiences and presence of research committees in all levels of decision making deciding for the usage of these policies, itself needs general evaluations and studies which should be discussed after the above steps.